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MEN IN FAMILIES IN CHANGING SOCIAT AND
POLICY CONTEXTS

Portugal is a southern European coLlntry with a population of approxi-

mately 10 rnillion, predomínantly Roman Catholic, ethnically homogeneous

(oniy 4 percent of the total population are foreign-born) and has been a

member of the European Union since 1986. It is a highly developed country
with a rank of {1 arnong UN countries, but with a GDP per capita that is

below average in the EU and among the lowest in the seventeen countries of

the Eurozone (Eurostat 2014).

Portugal has followed a specific historical and cultural pathway over the

last century. After the fall of the monarchy in 1910 and the short period of the

first republic (1910-1928, with divorce by mutuai consent introduced as early

as 1910), it had a right-wing dictatorship that lasted nearly frfty years, which
the April Revolution brought to an end inI974. Thus, in common with some

other southern European countries, the transition to democracy was recent.

The revolution made for rapid change, particularly in the domains of work-
family and gender equality policies.

The contrast in family and gender policies before and after the Revolution
in 1974 is of particular importance. During the right.wing Salazar dictator'
ship (1928-1974), explicit pro,traditional family policies promoted a male

breadwinner model emphasizing woffren's subordinate role and tnen's role as

"head of family" and provider (Torres 2004; \7a11 2011). Gender inequality

and female responsibility for homemaking were written into the constitution'
and the importance of fernale housework and the care of others was promoted

by the state, the church, and fernale organizations.

Policies after the transition to clemocracy rejected previous gender cul-

ural models and focused on state responsibilities to support full-time working

men and women and a gradual move toward policies that support fatherhood

rights and men's involvement in private life. The Portuguese constitution
(1976) explicitly forbade gencler discrimination in all domains, and gender

mainstreaming became a dotninant practice in public policies (Ferreira &.

Monteiro 2.014).However, for some time, the spotlight was essentially on

women's rights in all areas of public and private life. Men represent a more

recent focus both in public debate and in policies, even if the progressive

adoption of gender-balanced policies reveals a growing space for new mea'

sures and the public voicing of concern regarding men in families (Aboim &.

Vasconcelos 2012; Perista &" Lopes 1999).

To illustrate policy developments, two sets of measures may be identified.

The first is the evolving rights of both men and women in balancing work

and family life. This has taken place through two main types of measures:

making the right to miss work more gender.neutral and promoting measures

Fathers in Portugal: From Old
to New Masculinities

Karin Wall

Major shifts in gender cultures, policies, and practices in Portugal have
brought about substantial changes in fathers' roles and practices over the last
few decades. ln contrast to a still,strong male breadwinner model in other
southern European countries, public policies since the transition to democ.
racy in 1974 have promoted gender equality in employment and in rhe care
of young children. This has made for a public gender culture that has eroded
the male provider-female caregiver model, even if the patriarchai ideology of
the right-wing dictatorship, in place for frve decades until the early sevenries,
has also left its mark (Aboim &. Marinho 2006;Torres 2004; \Øall 2011).

Despite recent policy shifts and growíng numbers of fathers caring for
young children, gender equity in family life remains uneven and proceeds in
different ways and rates across families, generations, and social classes. More.
over, culturally, a pathway emphasizing a strong orientation toward children
and extended family ties is an important shaping factor of parenting culrures.
It produces some normative ambiguity regarding the questioning of female
primacy, both of mothers and grandmothers, in the nurturing of young chil-
clren (Aboim 2010a;Wall ô¡. Amâncio 2007;Wall &. Gouveia 2014).

The complex nature of the changes that are under way means that our
understanding of fathers and fathering in Portugal must carefully examine the
processes and factors shaping the new and diverse profiles of fathers. Against
a backdrop of changing social and poiicy contexts, the aims of this chapter are
threefold: to describe men in work and family life in Portugal by drawing on
existing secondary data, both national and comparative; to present an over.
view of the research literature on fathers drawing on recent, mostly qualita,
tive, studies to outline the issues and approaches underpinning research; and
to examine implications for future research and policy on Portuguese fathers.
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po{rer must always be shared between both parents, the exception being cases
in which the parents do not agree on joint þatemalpower, in which case the
court decides to whom custody and power are entrusted. Recent legislation
passed in 2008 replaced the concepr of shared þaternal þower wirh the con-
cept of sharedparentnlresponsibilities. However, it distinguishes between the
obligation to share parental responsibility in the case of important decisions
regarding the child's life and those concerning "daily life," with the latter con-
sidered the responsibility of rhe parent with whom the child "usually lives.',
Because the equal alternate residence of the child is not often implemented
and the courts tend to consider mothers the primary caregivers and cusrodial
guardians of very young children, rhis lasr reform has conrinued to fuel public
debate on the issue of parental equality in postdivorce families. over the last
decade, fathers' associations have been voicing men's difficulties in gaining
access to children after divorce, emphasizing that men have to struggle for a
place as fathers if they wanr ro share nurruring roles in daily life.

WORK.RETATED ISSUES AND FATHERING

This brief overview of some signifrcant policy developments shows that
there has been considerable change over the lasr few decades in the norms
and practices regarding men's roles in families and gender cultural models in
general. To capture the main changes, it is important to examine data on men
and women in paid and unpaid work in rhe context of changing labor market
dynamics and famiiy living arrangements in Portuguese sociery.

Täble 7.1 shows that the characteristics of male economic activity have
changed little over the last few decades. In conrrast to the rising activity rates
of women, the male activity rate has remained relatively constant; men work
full'time and long hours (even if only slightly longer hours than women,
thanks to a sharp increase in Portuguese women's full.time employment since
the 1970s), and overall they occupy nore srable, top-level, and well-paid jobs
than women (in20l2,women's average salary was 81.5 percent of men's aver-
age salary). Men also tend to have slightly lower rates of unemployment than
women' but the recent economic crisis has affected men more than women.

We can also see that in the age groups in which men are more likely to
belong to households with dependent children (ages 30-49), men's activity
rate is much higher, and working hours also increase for men aged 3544,
who, in 2012, worked an average of forty-three hours per week compared
to a weekly average of thirty-nine hours for all men; women's activity rate
and working hours are also very high but stay close to the thirty.nine aver-
age weekly working hours of the total active population. According to the
2011 census, nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of men aged 30-49 live in simple

t34

specifically targeting fathers and their involvement in family life (\7411 &'

Ër.ob"do 2009). By 1gg5, rhe right ro gender sharing of entirlements had

Le"n introdrrced for the thirty duy, to care for a sick child younger than 10,

the rwo.hour daily work-time reduction during the frrst year of the child's life

""ã 
p"*"of l"uué (rhi.h could be divided between parents by nutual agree-

*"nt uft". the first six weeks reserved for the mother)' By 1997' the right to

work-family balance for all individuals, both men and women' was written

into the constitulion.
individual and nonrransferable well-paid leave entitlements for fathers

were only introduced in the late 1990s: two days of unpaid paternity leave

implemented in 1995 was exrended to three weeks of fully cornpensated

ñr",r, leave for fathers in 1999 and to four weeks in 2009. Additionally, a

;sharing bonus" was introduced with the aim of promoting gender equality in

pur"rrru"l care for a young baby: an extra month of fully compensated leave is

available if the father tulk", fo.r, weeks or more of parental leave on his own

when the mother returns to work. with the new policy measures' fathers'

l"uu" p".iods have become longer, and fathers' use of both paternity leave

urri på.".,tu1 leave have increased steadily. In 2013, four out of 6ve fathers

entitied to leave took paternity leave for at least two weeks, and 24 percent

shared the frve. to six-month initial parental leave by staying home to care

for their child at least one month after the mother returned to work (up from

0.6% of fathers who shared parenml leave before the reform) (Wall2014)'

changes in conjugal and divorce regulation represent a secondset of mea'

,rr.", ,."f,irrg ,o 
"riubl¡h 

equality between partners and between fathers' ancl

morhers,rights. Family law in the late 1970s established equality and mutual

obligatlonJerween cån1,rgal partners and abolished the husband's power and

autlioriry as 
,,head of fumìly'; and main provider, as well as the inequality

b"t*""r, paternal and maternal authority over children' lt also recognized

cohabltln! couples and eliminated all previous differences in the rights of

children born inside and outside of marriage'

Legislative reform since the 1970s has eased the process of divorce and

highlighted new conceprs such as no-fault divorce and shared parental

,".îpoÃiUiliries after divàrce. The number of divorces has increased steadily

since the 19?Os, with the crude divorce rate rising above 2 divorces per thou'

sand population since zo0z (2.5 in 2011). Divorce by mutual consent has also

in.r"ãr"d, with the percentage of litigious divorces dropping frorn 38 percent

in 1980 to 6 percent in 2006. From the point of view of fathers, a major shift

in legislationis related to post.divorce parental responsibilities'

until the late 1990s, th" .,rrtodiul responsibility was usually given to the

morher with whom the child lived, but if they wished parents "could agree

to share patemal þower." In contrast, the 1999 law established that þatemal
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TABLE 7.1 Continued

t99r 2001 2OTI 20'12

Average monthly
earnings (€)3'a

M
F

M-F (Difference/%)

75-34 yearc, all
M
F

M-F (Difference/7o)

3544 yeats, all
M
F

M-F (Difference/%)

j49.4 687.5 906.1 915.0

384.1

290.8

93.3175.7o/o

345,3

375,6

301,4

74,2180.2o/o

40s

440.5

339.8

100.6177.to/o

747.4

601.0

r46.4180.4V"

. 663.4

702.8

613.8

8el87.3Vo

738.1

8t2.5
634.3

178.1178.to/o

985.2

808.4

t76.8l82.tyo

964.1.

t043.5
870.0

t73.5183.4Vo

98t.7
1099.8

827.3

272.5175.ZVo

999.8

8t4.5
t85.3187.5o/o

801.4

832.2

767.7

64.5192.2o/o

972.5

1053.9

880.i
t73.8183.5Vo

rSoørce: INE: Labour Survey, data available July 30,20L4.
2Soørcer Eurostat: EU.LFS.
lAs there is no information for 2001, the data for this indicator refer to the year 200?.
4source: Data Íor r99L and 2002 taken from MSESS: GEp: euadros de pessoal, dme series
199r-2006' Data for 2011 and 2012 taken from INE: Bases de dados, updared December 3, 2013.

family households of couples with children; only a very small proporrion live
in lone father families (1.7 percenr), and the remainder live in couples (10
percenr)' alone or in no-family households of various persons (10 percent),
and in complex family households (12 percent) (Delgado & \7all Z0lÐ.ln
comparison with men, a higher proportion of women in this age group are
living in lone mother households (10 percent) and lower proporrions in one-
person or no-family households (7 percenr).

The growth in lone parenr and reconsritured families, alongside the grad.
ual decrease in households of couples with children and the increase in one-
person households, is thus a major new trend in family living arrangemenrs.
Nevertheless, lone mothers are still the predominant pattern in lone par-
ent families: Lone fathers have increased in absolute numbers but continue
to represent only 13 percent of all lone parents. The characteristics of lone
fathers having dependent children also reveal some specifrc characterisrics¡
compared to lone morhers, lone fathers tend to be older (older than 35), to
have one rather than two or more living-in children, and to care more fre.
quently for older children, aged 10-18 (Marinho ZOIÐ.

The above menrioned rrends have led ro a predominant full-time adult
worker model in Portugal over rhe last few decades. Although women have
more precarious jobs and the wage gap has persisted over time, the majority of
men and women in Portugal work full-time (Täble 7,z) andhave conrinuous

t3ó
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TABLE 7.1 Labor market indicators by gender and age group, Portugal, L99L'20L2

r99L 2001 20Ll 2012

Activity rate (o/o)1

Total (active poP./

total pop')

M
F

25-i4 yearc, allz

M
F

35-44 yearc, allz

M
F

Unemployment rate (o/o)1

Total
M
F

25-34 yearc, all
M
F

35-44 yeats, all

M
F

Average number o{

weekly working time'

all employedl

M
F

Difference M-F
25-34 yearc, all
M
F

M-F (Difference/%)

3544 yeats, all
M
F

M-F (Difference/%)

Part,time emPloYmentz

(o/o of total employed

persons)

M
F

48.9

57.0

4r.4

85.6

93.3

78.5

84.5

96.7

73.5

58.1

45.4

87.6
o1 ')

83.0

87.2

94.8

79.8

56.3

47.0

90.6

92.5

88.8

90.8

94.6

87.3

5r.2

55.7

47.t
90.5

91.9

89.1

90.6

93.6

87.7

5t.5 51.4

4.1
11
L,I

5.8

4.9

3.0

7.0

2.8

I,I
4.3

42.4

44.t

40.7

3.9

47

44

40

4

42

44

40

4

5.8

4.0

3.2

5.0

4.t
3.0

5.3

J,L

2.3

4.2

39.5

41.3

J I.J

4.0

40

42

39

3

40

42

38

4

8.2

t2.?
tz.3
13.0

14.t

13.4

14.8

11.0

10.4

11.5

t5.5
15.6

15.5

18.1

17.7

18.5

t3.3
13.1

t3.5

39.2

40.8

37.4

3.4

40

42

39

3

41

43

39

4

11.0

2.6

9.9

3.7

t3.7

8.2

14.t

39.2

40.8

37.3

3.5

40

42

39

3

4l
43

39

4

10.1

7.0

13.7
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the attitudinal gender gap widens as we move across the three generations. It
seems to indicate that in the context of a general increase in more favorable
attitudes to men's caririg skills, there is currently more acceptance on the part
of men than of women regarding men's role as a primary caregiver of children.

Nevertheless, there is a difference between expectations and practices.
The actual time division of housework and care between men and women is
unequal, even if the gender gap has gradually decreased. Measuring weekly
hours of housework across the EU, the Er¡ropean euality of Life survey shows
that employed women in Portugal spend an average frfteen hours on house.
hold tasks (down from sevenreen hours in 2o0z), whereas employed men
spend eight hours (up from seven hours in 2o0z) (Täble 7 .z). The time rhat
Portuguese men allocate ro domesric work is slightly below the European
average (nine hours), whereas the time allocated by women is slightly higher
than the EU average, indicating a still snong norm of female domesticity and
dedication to housework.

National surveys have also shown signifrcant differences between occupa-
tional groups and levels of education. women who have low levels of educa-
tion and who have manual occupations spend the highesr number of hours in
domestic work, well above the national average, whereas qualified women,s
hours of housework are well below average and many of them, speciûcally
when they care for young children or dependent elderly persons, are likely
ro have some paid domestic help (Lyonnete, crompron, &. !Øall 2002). A
survey on families of couples that have children conducted in 1999 revealed
three main patterns of gender division of housework: the female housework
pattern (59,2o/o), in which women do the majority of household tasks; the
joint division partern (30,4o/o), in which farhers' participation is above aver-
age, with 6 percent ofcouples sharing on an equal basis; and the delegation
pattern (1'0.4o/o), in which some tasks are carried out by a third person, usu-
ally a paid employee. Among couples in which women are highly qualiûed,
one in every rwo women belongs to the delegarion patern (\7a[ 2005).

At the same time, men are more involved in childcare, indicating a slow
but steady ffansformation in the ideals and pracices of fathering. According
to the European Quality of Life survey, employed men in portugar ,pend an
average frfteen hours caring for children, whereas women spend twenty.two
hours (Täble 7,2).ln a European comparative perspecrive, the gender gap of
seven hours is below the EU average gap of ten hours. As farhers, hor"ì"r,
they tend to be more involved rhan mothers in playing with the child and less
in personal care activities. Dara from the 1999 time-use survey showed that
among those who participate in childcare, men spent fifty-one minutes and
women forty-three mínutes "playing" with children during the average day,
whereas men spent forty-six minutes and women an hour and twenty.seven
minutes in activities related to personal or,,physical" care.

t38

work trajectories, with the exception of breaks related to parental leave and

o,h", ¡råukr, which ter{d to b" ,ho't and are taken more by women than men'

In contrast with many other European countries, this means that in Portugal'

the full.time dual.earner model Àu, b..o*. generalized in both norms and

practices'
Findings from a national survey in ZO07 (Family and Gender Roles

Survey-lnternational Social Survey Programme) show that interviewees

overwi,elmingly agree (93Vo) that both the man and the \ryoman should con'

tribute to t o*"not¿ income and a majori ty (67o/o) disagree with the ideal of

a housewife supporred by a male breadwinner ("a man's job is to earn moneyr

" 
*"*""t ¡ob i, to look uft"t the home and family") (Wall & Amâncio

2007). The proporrion who disagree with this gender role model is only

,lightly highår få,,orr,"r, (680lo) ihur, ,n"r, (65Vo) but is considerably higher

fo." irráiuiJrals in younger age groups and those belonging to qualified or

intermediate occupario;s (in fact, only 5lo/o of men and 57o/o of women in

manual occupations disagree with this gender role model). ln a repeat of this

question in u zoto narional survey on family traiectories and the life course,

Jh" proportion of rhose disagreeing with the male breadwinner model had

risen to 77 percent.

Practices have followed the same rrend' ln ZOOZ' 93 percent of couples

having ar least one child younger than 6 were full-time dual'earner couples

(close to proportions in Ñorway, France, and Denmark)' This stands apart

from other European countries where the ooe.Êâffief model is still the preva'

lent model for families with children (Germany, Luxembourg' Greece' Spain'

and lreland) of those, such as the uK and the Netherlands, where the one'

and-a.half eur.r", *oá"1 is the prevalent form thanks to high levels of female

part-time work when children are young (Aboim 2010a)'

Normsandpracricesrelatedtomen'srolesintheprivatespherehave
changed l.r, unà more gradually than women's involvemenl in paid work over

the lãst few decades. Ãt th" normative level, in the 20OZ survey' nearly all

individuals (857o) agree rhar men should participate more in household tasks

(82Vo of men and S-8ø of women) and in the care of young children (82%

àf *"r, and 90% of women) (\íall 2007). However, agreement with fathers'

participation in care is one thing, bul agreement with the idea of fathers as

equally competent caregivers is another. ln thls domain, there is considerable

hårituiion iÁ rehtion ,ã -"rr', parenting skills: ln the 2010 survey' only 30

percenr of all individuals agree ihut u lone father can raise a child as well as

à lo.r" morher. The proportion who agree is lowest in the older generation

aged ?0-?5 (22"/" of menand 18% of women), slightly higher for middle'aged

iidividuals aged 50-55 (ZBo/o of men and 260/o ol women), and much higher

(50olo) in rhe younger gen"rution of adults aged 35-40, with 59 percent of

men and 45 percent of women agreeing with this statement. lnterestingly,



Recent studies measuring father involvement in Portuguese families using

frameworks within deuelofmerrtal and social psychology underline similar

ffends and some additional frndings (e.g., Monteiro, Fernandes, Veríssimo'

cosra, Torres, & Vaugn 2010; Arsénio &" vieira santos 2013).Exploring

f";h;r;' perceprions of th"ir level of involvement in frve areas of parental care

r40
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TABLB 7.2 Hours spentweekly cooking and/or doing household tasks and caring for

and educating children, for employed men and women' by country-EU 27 (20IL)
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(dlrect care, indirect care, teaching/discipline, play, leisure outside the home),
results show that fathers reporr participation in all areas but consider that
"indirect care" (planninþ and organization of care routines) is mainly carried
out by mothers,whereas they themselves participate more in play activities
than mothers (Monteiro et al. 2010). The main predictor of fathers' partici.
pation in all areas of parental activities was the level of involvement desired
by the mother, suggesting the importance of the role of mothers in regu.
lating parental roles, Higher levels of educarion are associared with higher
involvement in the management of care routines and less in play activities.
Parenting styles also shape fathers' involvement, with the authoritarian style
emerging as a predictor of absence and less rime spenr with the child and the
democratic style as a predictor of father involvement. Howeveq both styles
are predictors of fathers'participation in education and discipline (Arsénio &
Vieira Sanros 2013),

In summary, changing normative and policy contexts have led to a com-
bination of old and new trends in family forms and gender roles. simple
family households of couples and couples with children have decreased but
together still represent the predominant family form (610/o of all house.
holds), whereas lone parent, single person, and reconstituted households
have increased. In couples with children, the dual-earner model is the pre.
dominant pattern, with almost all men and women in full-time paid work.
Female activity rares are high, in particular in the age groups in which the
majority of men and women live in households with children, and changes
in both the attitudes to and the economic behavior of women have led
to the continuing decline of the male breadwinner model. Men's involve.
ment in private life has been much slower to evolve, especially among
older age groups and those with lower educarional levels. Although, as in
midwestern and northwestern European countries, men's participatíon in
unpaid work has increased and women's has decreased, the gender gap is
still considerable.

As a result, Portugal displays an average and distinctive overall perfor.
mance in the European union Gender Equality Index (Planrenga, Remery,
Figueiredo, &. smith 2009): Ir combines high scores on participation in the
labor market, unemployment, and income, with medium scores on political
power and low scores on "care intensity" (number of hours spent on providing
care for children by men and women aged2049), generaring a medium score
on the overall gender (in)equality index, with a rank of rz outof twenty-five
EU member states. Interestingly, it ranks close to countries such as France
and slovenia but is a clear oudier when compared to other southern Euro.
pean countries, such as Spain and Greece, where public policy underscoring
that gender equality must be achieved foremost by woment participation in
the public sphere has been less marked.
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or same-sex families? Most of this research has relied strongly, though not
exclusively, on qualitative methods.

A first important'set of findings concerns the changing subjective per,
ceptions and cultural models of fatherhood in Portuguese society. There is a
generalized consensus around the ideal of a caring and involved father, as a
number of qualitarive and quantitative studies with fathers have been able
to show (Aboim &" Marinho 2006; Monteiro et al. 2010; \7all 2011; \(/all,
Aboim, & Marinho 2007). Mosr men vehemently reject the old idear of a
distant and authoritarian father, criticize former generations of fathers, and
value the norm of the involved "hands-on" father who participates in the
daily responsibilities of parental care, education, and emotional involvement.
Fatherhood also emerges as a key dimension in the building of new forms of
masculinity. To a great extent, the reconfiguring of the father frgure has been
a powerful driving force in challenging traditional masculinities in porru-
guese society (Aboim 6r Marinho 2006). Men's discourses and perceprions
reveal the enormous cenrraliry of fatherhood rn the negotiation of old and
new masculinities, with children representing fundamental sources of iden-
tity both for women and men.

Moving beyond this general trend, research also shows the social construc-
tion of a diversity of fatherhood models and pracrices (Aboim &. Marinho
2006; Monteiro et al. 2010; \7all, Aboim, &. Marinho 2007; Wall, Cunha, &
Marinho z0r3). An exploratory srudy on men in families of couples with
children, drawing on in-depth interviews with twenty-fi.ve fathers, revealed
findings on the pluralization of fatherhood as well as new results on men's
reproductive projects and experiences of work-family stress (wall, Aboim, ñ.
Marinho 2007). Drawing on rhe analytical linkages berweenfatherhood, work,
and conjugal functioning (e.g., gender models in paid and unpaid work, type
of conjugal interactions), seven main proûles of fatherhood were identifred;
traditional provider, helpeq companionship, career-oriented, egalitarian, stay.
at-home, appropriative.

"Provider" fathers still identify wirh female domesticity and traditional
masculinity involving male breadwinning and the father's educarional role,
even if they seek to parricipate in rheir children's daily lives more than their
own fathers by playing with them or taking them along-parricularly their
sons-to activities such as sporting events. "Helper" fathers see themselves as
secondary less competent, caregivers who help mothers in the parental rou-
tines, relying on their guidance and mediation in parental responsibilities and
tasks, whereas "companionship" fathers emphasize the importance of togeth-
erness in conjugal life, seeing themselves as involved fathers who "share,"
not necessarily on an equal basis, all parenting tasks. Rather than equal par.
enting' these fathers emphasize the importance of doing things jointly and
always being beside/with the morher.
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PAST RESEARCH ON FATHERS: MAIN APPROACHES

AND FINDINGS

There has been a considerable amount of research on men's roles in gender

"q*liiy, -uinly over the last frfteen years, even if as in policymaking and pub'

ii. dtr.o,rrr", ,"r"ur.h has been more focused on women rather than on men'

An overview of the recent literatute shows that the theoretical background

draws from different disciplines and combines five main fields of theory: gen'

á"r rtu¿i", and feminist thoughr (e.g., Delphy & Leonard 1992; \Ualby 1997;

Butler 200Ð; scholarship o. ."r, and masculinities, in particular research

highlightlng hegemonic-masculinity in transition and the blurring of gen'

¿"î ¡ourr¿uties ànd sexualities in a late modern world (Pleck 1981; Morgan

!gg7; connell 1995; Hearn et al. 2002); scholarship bridging the issues of

g.rrd"r, work and family, and welfare states, mainly from a comparative social

;ril;r p"rrp".tiu" (e.g., Hochschild ôr Machung 1989; Fraser 1994; Oúoff

iggO'; ptuu'.gff,nger 2d00; Gornick & Meyers 2001; Lewis 2001; Crompton

2006¡; scholarshlp in the frelds of psychology and sociology of {atherhood

f".g.,'Murriglio 1ô95; Bjornberg 6r Kollind 1996; Coltrane 1996; Palkovitz

iqõ2, Curr"lain.Meunier 2002; Modak & Palazzo 2002; Hobson 2002; Day

&. Lamb 2004; Dermott 2008; O'Brien }Ol3);and familv srudies highlighting

change in family functioning and dynamics, conceptualized within processes

,,r.h ä, the pluralization of family interactions and trajectories, individualiza-

tion, changing intimacies and meanings of family (e'g', Allan 2008; Beck 6¡'

Beck.Gerruh.i* z0oz; Giddens 1992; Jamieson 1998; Kellerhals et al. 2004;

Singly 1996; \Tidmer 2010).

õiif"r"rrt research issues have been raised regarding the role of men in

families and gender equality, all revolving around the need lo understand

fr"* ,f.r" polil"y and cultural rransformations have paved the way for the

"*"rg"rr". 
of n"* forms of gender division of labor and, most important, of

new irodels of masculinity and fatherhood underpinned by a renewed vision

of the gender contract. The quantitative frndings described above reveal

th. emãrg"nce of new attirudes and practices, with men's participation in

horrr"*ork and care responsibilities changing slowly but steadily. This has

challenged research to seek to understand the changes from the perspec'

tirr. unJ lived experiences of men themselves: How are men negotiating old

and new masculinities? How are policy changes imprinting how fathers and

morhers live and perceive their family lives and cafe responsibilities? How

diverse are the pa-thways and models of fatherhood? What is the effect of

individual 
"g"rr"y, 

of family and conjugal patterns, and of structural and life

course factors such as education, employment, religion, or contrasting geî'

erarional cultures? \üyhat is happening to men who live in new family forms

such as reconstituted families, lone parent families, tfansnational families,
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essential aspecr of a balanced and longstanding conjugal relationship, lead.
ing men whose wives decided unilaterally to have another child to question
the conjugal relationship (cunha 2010). Building on rhis poinr, cunha's
work on the reproductive trajectories of men and women has also shown that
despite gender-neurral childbearing ideals (both men and women idealize a
two-child family), the trajectories have distinct fearures; men wish ro have
children later on in life, postponing the transition ro parenthood more than
women' In middle adulthood (older thqn 35), they are highly receptive ro
being fathers for the frrst rime or having additional children, whereas women
tend to begin to withdraw their reproductive intentions. In short, there seems
to be a childbearing agenda mismatch in couples today (Cunh a 20LZ) .

A second important set of findings concerns rnen's work-family balance.
Several studies have shown thar men also feel that work life is acutely affe*.
ing their role as fathers and have difficulty reconciling family and work when
there are young children. In fact, men's work-family stress, not only women's,
is particularly high in Porruguese sociery (Torres zoo4). The key facror in
men's stress is long working hours and lack of time to be with the family
and children, making it diffrcult for men who feel an obligation and a need
to spend more rime at home to frnd their place in parenting and family rou-
tines (Aboim &. Marinho 2006). Men in manual or low.paid occuparions
also underscore shift work and the need to put in extra hours to provide a
better life for their chiidren. Hrghly qualified men underscore the ideal of a
totally career-invesred and time.flexible male worker, thus frnding it difficult,
particularly in the private sector, to ask for more family.friendly schedules
and leaves or to reduce overall work demands. overall, the frndings under.
line that employers and families still have srrong expecrations, despite the
predominant dual-earner model, that men in families will assume the role of
primary provider and secondary caregiver-meaning that they will be avail-
able for work and long hours, less likely to take leave, and more invested in
their careers.

Additional findings related to work*family srress emerged in a qualitative
study of children's percepríons of family life in times of crisis carried our in
2013 (rüØall et al. 2015. Children (aged B-17) perceived the economic crisis
as strongly affecting their parents' work schedules, due to the fear of losing
their jobs and pressure from employers to work long hours. They are particu.
larly sensitive to new tensions related to money problems, which are revealed
in their parents' frequent arguments on these topics and difficulty in talking
about other things. They express their wish-not necessarily for more time
with parents, for they understand the pressure to work-merely for the social
and psychological conditions that would allow mothers and fathers to be able
to relax when everyone is at home togetheq which is what they say makes
them happy.
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Career-oriented, egalitarian, stay'at'home, and appropriative fathers

underscore the imporiance of gender equality and symmetry in men's and

women's roles in báth private and public spheres, but their work-family strat-

egies and agency develop along different lines. "Career-oriented" fathers give

piiority to th"lr prof"ssional careers, thereby seeking to be involved in parent'

ìrrg turk, at certain times and through intensive fathering providing "quality

tiÃe" with children. "Egalitarian" fathers tend to build up their involvement

on a mofe fifty-fifty basis, making a point of being autonomous and com.

petent in all parenting and household tasks. Contrary to expectations, this

profrle of farherhood was found in different social classes, not only in highly

qualified couples.
,,Stay,at hàme" fathers afe those who, constrained by job or career instabil'

it¡ hand over breadwinning to the mother and try to "invent" a new place for

men in the domestic sphere, whereas "appropriative" fathers see themselves

as more competent than mothers and take on a larger share of household

tasks, caregiving, and overall parental responsibility for children's well'being

and educaiion. in thl, case, it is mothers who become secondary housekeep'

ers and caregivers.

A major conclusion is thus that fatherhood is evolving into plurality as

there seems to be diversified strands of change. But' as Aboim stresses in her

book on plural masculinities (Aboim 2010b), the findings point not only

to the hytrid nature of these changes, but also to how some men may be

recreating power through these changes. Rather than a continuous and lin'
eaf movement toward gender equalit¡ the decline of the male breadwinner

model has promored hybrid features combining different values and practices

(such as inlorporating the ideal of a caring man into the ethics of traditional

masculini y), as well as possibly building up new forms of male domination,

in particular when men and fathers establish supremacy in the private sphere

by approprlating femininity and defining themselves as better at female tasks

thun ro-".. Following a simple view of hegemonic masculinity' we may

say that the latter draws on power as the product of traditional responsibil-

iti breadwinning, and protectiven;ss. Aboim's perspective helps us to recall

that hegemonic masculinity may also be defrned as a flexible power struc-

ture, thereby challenging research to examine how men are re.creating power

when they appropriate or defrne themselves as better than women'

The aforementioned study (Wa11, Aboim, &. Cunha 2010) also revealed

interesting findings on men's views of family planning and reproduction.

Compur"J ro women who, early on in life, know whether and how many

children they would like to have (Almeida 2004), men's reproductive ide'

al5 seem to develop later in life, usually when they had a stable partnership,

and are less well defined regarding the timing of the transition to parent'

hood. Negotiation of the number and timing of children is perceived as an
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A third set of imporrant findings is related to fathers in specific types of

families, such as reconstituted, lone parent, or same-sex families' Owing to

the rise in these types of families and new legislation promoting co'parenting

and shared parenral responsibilities after divorce, men frequently have to

negotiate their role as fathers in a postdivorce situation and also to take on

thJrole of stepfather in the care and education of young children (Lobo 2009;

Marinho 2011; Atalaia2012; correia 2013). Analysis of men's experiences

over the last two decades reveals that in many cases' the biological father

becomes an absent frgure after divorce, sometimes because of conjugal con-

flict, other times because of maternal gatekeeping and court orders giving him

only minimal visiting rights and because of personal life choices or raditional

,riei, on fatherhood and motherhood. ln many cases' though, men do not

want to be absent or distant fathers not actively involved in parenting after a

divorce. They sometimes negotiate an active role as fathers in the daily lives

of their children. but they may also have had to struggle for a place as fathers,

competing with women with a view to sharing the nurturing roles that have

traditionally been associated with motherhood'

Many men living in postdivorce situations interviewed in the aforemen'

tioned studies on men in families (Aboim & Marinho 2006; Wa||, Aboim, Ñ'

Cunha 2010) expressed their dissatisfaction with the legal afrangements

established in courr and the forced absence from their children's daily lives.

By comparison, fathers living in arrangements involving the alternate resi'

dárr." o?.hildren felt that they were involved in the daily lives of their chil'

dren. Further analysis based on an exploratory qualitative study of fathers in

akernare residence families (Marinho 2011) showed that the internal dynam'

ics of fatherhood are shaped by two main social pfocesses in this type of living

arrangement, indicating some diversity of fathering styles postdivorce. On

the one hand, fathers have to reconfrgure their autonomy. Before divorce'

rhey were usually caring fathers who had built up their own pafenting skills

uni tndiuid,ralized relationship with their children. But in postdivorce liv'

ing arrangements, this autonomy is renegotiated and may move either in the

dir".tlon of an independent style of fathering, with low levels of interaction

with the mother, of toward autonomy embedded in strong interdependency

with the mother or reconfigured in the context of support from a new partnef'

On the other hand, a process of negotiation of the specificity of male parenl'

ing may be perceived as similar or equal to that of the mother or may be seen

u, .o-p1"*.ntary to of even totally different from the mother's role.

In-depth analysis of men in reconstituted families reveals some diversity in

the social constmction of their roles as stepfathers. Rather than the dichot'

omy proposed in the 1980s and 1990s by sociologists of the family between

,tepfåth"r, who replace the biological father, thus taking on all the respon'

sibilitles and activities of a father, and those who build up a complementary

i
'ì,
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emphasizing the role of men in families as distant, provider, and authoritar-
ian father figures roward a model highlighting the role of men as caregiv,
ing, close fathers who support or share parental routines and responsibilities.
Alongside the new ideal of involved fatherhood and a narrow gender gap
in paid work based on a dual-earner model, norms and practices still reveal
gender inequalities. The questioning of the primacy of mothers as nurrur,
ers and housekeepers is not clear-cut, whereas the opposite also seems to be
true-i.e., expectations of a strong investment in breadwinning and protec,
tion are still more associated with fathers, when there are young children,
and with male workers in general. In conjunction with other shaping facrors
such as age' occupation, and maternal and patemal agency, this is contrib.
uting to considerable pluralization of fathering norms and practices. Ir also
leads to stress and rensions in couples regarding the negotiation of family life
and parental roles, and represents important challenges for fathers seeking to
incorporate old and new dimensions of masculinity and fatherhood.

Research has focused on these trends by combining different theoretical
and methodological approaches. The "undoing" of previous gender cultural
models in paíd and unpaid work and rhe reconfiguration and pluralization
of fatherhood emerges as the central focus of recent studies. Research on
the outcomes of these processes for the social actors themselves has, how,
ever, remained underdeveloped. Despite some work on the subjective percep.
tions and lived experiences of fathers, there is, for example, a gap in research
regarding the effects of new fathering norms and practices on children. For
some issues, such as the consequences of alternate residence living arrange,
ments in postdivorce families, this gap is making for a heated societal debate
that lacks evidence-based research on which to draw. Even case studies of
adults who experienced diíferent types of postdivorce living arrangemenrs in
their childhood have not emerged. Legal studies are also a missing dimension
of research in this area that are important to assessing and reforming existing
norms and policies on parental responsibilities as they relate to fatherhood
and stepfatherhood in new family forms such as reconsrituted families and
same.sex families.

Knowledge on the negotiation of fatherhood and motherhood in couples,
drawing on interviews wíth both members of the couple, is also incipient
(Wall, Cunha, & Marinho 2013). Methodologically, ihis type of research
design is difficult and lengrhy to implement. For the presenr research agenda
emphasizing the complex social processes of negotiation and pluralization, it
represents a crucíal viewpoint on how the new trends in masculinities and
femininities, fatherhood and motherhood, are in the process of reconfi.gura-
tion and how couples are managing to deal with this.

The effect of the current economic crisis and developments in labor mar.
ket dynamics driven by high levels of unemployment and new pressures on
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days (wall ?,aI4). Six key social processes related to the experience of leave

ulorr. t"r" identifled: neiotiatlng, doing activities' learning' bonding' undo'

i"læ"¿", roles, and experiencing emorions. Findings reveal social experi-

"rrîä 
of "furt time," tthard work," and "parental care" father than "slow time"

and ,,masculine cafe" focusing on the educational dimensions of fathering'

Fathers srressed the strengthÃing of father-child bonds, the importance of

leave alone for enhancing",",po"'ìbility and autonomy and creatin-g empatþ

*i*, rrr.i, pafmer, and ttre dir.orr"ry of new and individualized skills promot'

i;;f;r1'.ri self.confidence in the interchangeable competences of fathers

urri mo¡h.., when caring for a baby. These two dimensions of lived experi'

ences seem to be uniqueiy related to taking "home alone" leave. It is in the

contexr of a break wiJh female mediation that the father's self'defrnition as a

.up"Ut", independent, or primary caregiver emerges with some strength and

p.rt, pr*io,rr!"rrd.r rol"rjn q.r",tion, such as the idea that the mother is the

;rúy und nät,.rrul caregiver. It is also through being alone with a baby that

farh"rs'dercribe a process of integration of traditionally feminine psychologi'

cal traits, such as emotional literacy'

The experiences of fathers are not always similar or equally transgressive

from a gender perspective. in a profile associated with cri¡ical discourses and

practices, "innovativeleconsfructive" fathers openly question traditional

g.rrd", role models. At the opposite end of gender undoing' the study revealed

pr"if"r in which change is seen as transitional (while the father is on leave)'

These fathers also see ih"mr"lrr", as acquiring new skills and autonomy, with

some going through the experience of a "fundamental breakthrough" in con-

i"g"f ã""4", roles-that seemed unequivocally cemented in inequality. Froni

a policy perspective, the srudy suggests signifrcant differences between leave

pofi"t", proåotirrg family tim" Àttd those encouraging father's time alone

with a newborn child.

FINAL REMARKS

A key aim in this chapter was to explore the situation of fathers in Portu'

g"i""d ;; undershnd how changing policies and social contexts are shaping

ior-, and practices related to men's roles in families. An important issue

was to undeistand the current research agenda on this topic and to examine

the main frndings on rhe negorialion between old and new masculinities and

ro whar exrenr they conf,rm or challenge a traditional model of fatherhood'

Drawing on this overview, a further step was to identifu some gaps and chal'

lenges for furure research and to reflect on the policy implications of the

analysis.

Orrerull, as shown in this chaplet we can say that in policies' norms'

und pr".ti."s, fathering in Portugal has evolved from a dominant model
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an exception), change slowly and over long periods. Conversely, they may
also respond rapidly ro inconsisrenr or weakly defined policy objectives by
shifting back to previous cultural models. This is likely to reinforce the over,
burdening of mothers in the private sphere and rhe overburdening of fathers
in the public sphere. Policies promoring involved fatherhood thus must strike
a delicate balance between the public and private spheres, between policies
focusing on fathers and on mothers.

ASSOCIATIONS AND GOVERNMENTAT BODIES DEALING WITH
FATHERING ISSUES

Associa@o para a Igualdade Parental e Direitos dos Filhos (Association for
Equal Parenting and the Rights of Children). http:/ligualdadeparental
. org/associados/contactos/.

CITE: Comissão para a Igualdade no Tiabalho e no Emprego (Commission
for Equality in \Øork and Employmenr). www.cire.gov.pr.

Pais para sempre. Associa$o para a defesa dos f,lhos dos pais separados
(Fathers forever, Associarion for the Defence of Separated Fathers).
wwwpaisparasempre.eu/.
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employees to work long hours or to be fexible about their labor market par'

ia*ri"" is a third ,r*d of research that has yet to receive more attention'

äl;; ,h" emphasis that is still sometimes given to male-primacy in paid

work, it is important to understand how pressure in the workplace' as well as

increasing precariousness in male 
"mploy*"''t, 

may be creating some polar-

ization: between men who become highly involved fathers owing to struc'

irrrut.orrrrruints such as unemployment or precarious forms of work and those

,no ," invest in their careers, build up a weaker involvement in fathering'

The recenr rise in couples having children in which the mother is the only or

main breadwinner signals the importance of such a research agenda'

Rt th" policy 1"u"1, it is important to recognize and highhght the barriers

currently ,"rtruirrirrg th" u.hi.v"ment of gender equality in parenthood and

fathers, involvement in family life. They concern the labor market structure;

the internal dynamics of famiÍy; policies relating to gender' family' and father'

hood; and rhe persisren"" of truáitional features of masculinity and feminin'

;;;, ;;; only in families and individuals, but also in social institutions (e'g',

fÁtf, .orrrrr, firm and worþlace cultures, governmental bodies,responsible

for ensuring fathers' entitlements, professional groups such as pediatricians)'

Raising awareness and debate tn how the intersection of these factors

g"""r"i"r-""d reproduces inequality in parental roles, despite rhe profound

ãt u'g", that have been taking place in Portuguese society' is a frrst step' For

"*u*"pl", 
the gender structure of the labor market is still an important vari'

;bi;-;; ,".ogriir" and take into account' Men tend to work a large number

ofweeklyhours,moresowhentheyarefathersofyoungchildren'Profes'
sional overload increases among qualified men, especially those who work

in the private sector. Th.r, 
"*ployment 

barriers are affecting fathers and are

"lr" 
g"""*,ing problems of ,rår, in work-family balance. Addirionally, leave

poliJy architecture, though promoting the involvement of fathers in leave'

does nor establish rotulli g".d"r-rr",r1ral enritlemenrs. The acceptance of

male employees missing ïãrk uttd taking leave is still difficult to achieve'

F,rrrh"r*or", the decliãe in the male breadwinner model does not always

mean a shift away from former male and female attributes' Financial respon'

sibility, pfotection, and education are dimensions of good parenting that men

u.rd *ám.r, still often connect primarily to masculinity'

Evaluating existing policies ánd their effects on fathers and outlining pro'

posals for furihering tî-rår. poli.i"s or ensuring their implemenrarion and con'

.irr"rr.y are other cruclal and necessary next steps' For example' evaluating

rhe difficulties men have taking leave or understanding why the majority still

does not share parental leave is as important as analyzing the effects of leave'

taking on fathers' involvement in family life. Likewise, assessing consistency

and coherence in existing policies is an important objective to keep in view in

times of economic .ririr"und of lessened stale suppoft for families- ldeologies

and practices, especially in the domain of family life (and fatherhood is not
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African American Fathers and Families within
Cultural and Historical Perspective

Viuian L. Çadsden, James Earl Dauis, and
Cle op atra J ac o b s I o hnson

African American fathers are positioned prominently in research, practice,
and policy discussions on farhers, fatherhood, and responsible fathering.
There is little question that work in rhese areas has increased significantiy
over the past twenty years, with growth in the number of studies, breadth
of contexts and populations studied, and depth of analysis. Despite this
expanse of research and perspectives, attention to Afrícan American fathers
continues to focus primarily on low.income fathers. Most often, it is limited
to fathers' absence in children's lives, paternity establishrnent, and financial
contributions, as well as to single mother-headed households in African
American families. Howeveq not all African American fathers encounrer
the same parenting obstacles experienced by low.income fathers (Beckert,
strom, &. strom 2006) . with a few notable exceptions, research across disci.
plines has emphasized sratistical parterns of behavior and demographic shifts.
These studies add to our understanding of issues related ,o ,rorr*uri,ul births,
household composition, living arrangements, economic and emotional sup-
port of children, and changes in family life over time (see Mcloyd, Hill, &
Dodge 2005) but leave open a range of complex quesrions about how fathers
assume and represent their conceptions of fathering.

Relatively absent from research studies and complementary programmatic
and policy discussions about families and child well.being is a close examina.
tion of the culturaldomains of farhering and of fathers rhemselves (Gadsden,
Fagan, Ray, &" Davis 2004). Such exarninations typically requiie the deeply
analytic, sustained, long-term commitment unique to ethnographic research
that interrogates Afrícan American fathers' identities urrd tto 

"ff".r, 
of eco-

nomic and class differences (see Furstenberg 2o0z). How, when, and with
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